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In computational problem-solving, complexity in its differ-
ent forms and perspectives is usually the impetus that drives
innovation. It is a recurring issue which researchers have to
deal with. In this regards, memetic computation has been a
source of inspiration that served as an important pillar sup-
porting the many innovative investigative works, resulting in
novel algorithms and techniques that are more efficient and
robust. This is evident from the many articles published in the
earlier issues of Memetic Computing. The line-up of articles
in this issue continues to highlight how researchers continue
to push the boundaries of machine intelligence (in its broad-
est sense) through various innovations from the perspectives
of algorithms and techniques.

The first paper features technique that draws inspiration
from socio-cultural evolutionary metaphor, albeit a memetic
framework. Reynolds and Kinnaird-Heether explore the use
of auction mechanisms to solve optimization problems. They
incorporated knowledge sources and studied the effect of
competition in dealing with increasing complexity of the
problem landscape. Although the results seem preliminary,
it serves to open up a potentially rich avenue on how a truly
memetic framework can be deployed to tackle optimization.
While the idea of competing memes is not new in problem-
solving, the idea of a game theoretic approach to manage
memes through an auction platform does offer a fresh per-
spective for optimization.

The second paper by Calian and Bacardit focus on the
study of local search methods that improve the performance
of a evolutionary global searcher of classification rules;
memetic operations that rely on information from super-
vised learning to heuristically edit classification rules and rule
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sets. The idea is extended to BioHEL, an evolutionary learn-
ing system which follows the iterative learning approach.
The authors adapt the operators of the GAssist evolution-
ary learning system for discrete attributes and incorporate
new memetic operators to deal with continuous attributes in
order to suit BioHEL. The enhancement also allows the Bio-
HEL to handle noisy datasets. The performance of the opera-
tors was extensively evaluated on a broad range of synthetic
large-scale datasets to uncover configurations that balance
between efficiency and accuracy. Comparisons with other
machine learning methods on synthetic and real-world large-
scale datasets show competitive performance of the proposed
method.

In the study and understanding of complex systems, Iclan-
zan, Gog and Chira describe their work in cellular automata
which is useful for the study of complex interactions. Such
discrete dynamical systems make use of simple configu-
ration and update rules for cell state transformation. They
proposed a heuristic of linear complexity to promote the
development of rules that enhance the dynamics of cell state
changes. Results were presented for the density classifica-
tion task, and they showed that such an approach leads to
an improved ability to explore beyond the simple block-
expanding rules.

Two papers on particle swarm optimization are included
in this issue. The first by Pan and Das applies a PSO-GA
based approach for Networked Control Systems with random
packet losses. They overcome the complexity in the design
of the optimal regulator gains with guaranteed stability with
a GA. This is then coupled with a regrouping PSO method
to determine the weighting matrices for the state feedback
regulator design. The second paper on PSO is applied in data
clustering by A. Hatamlou and M. Hatamlou. It is a hybrid
approach of PSO and heuristic search, and the performance
was evaluated on seven benchmark datasets.
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Five excellent papers to make up this issue and we thank
the authors for their contributions. As usual, the reviewers
and the Editors who managed the review of the papers deserve

credit for their effort. The articles in this issue serve as a
springboard towards greater research focus in complex sys-
tems.
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